Mean King's problem is formulated as a retrodiction problem among noncommutative observables. In this paper, we reformulate Mean King's problem using Shannon's entropy as the first step of introducing quantum uncertainty relation with delayed classical information. As a result, we give informational and statistical meanings to the estimation on Mean King problem. As its application, we give an alternative proof of nonexistence of solutions of Mean King's problem for qubit system without using entanglement.
Introduction
In 1987, Vaidman, Aharonov, and Albert [1] introduced Mean King's problem as a challenge to an uncertainty principle among noncommutative observables. The problem can be interpreted as a kind of quantum estimation (or states discrimination) problem with a delayed classical information. In the proposed setting, two players King and Alice play their roles: King asks Alice to prepare qubit system in an arbitrary state. King measures the system with a projective measurement relevant to one of observables ,
x y   , and z  . Alice is permitted to measure the post measurement state once in an arbitrary measurement. After Alice's measurement, King reveals the kind of observable employed by him to Alice. Then, Alice should retrodict King's outcome by using her outcome and the kind of observable. It is a problem to construct a pair of an initial quantum state and a measurement employed by Alice such that she estimates King's outcome with Probability 1, in which case we say that there exists a solution to the problem. In the original work [1] , it is shown that there is such a pair provided that Alice uses an entanglement: That is, Alice prepares not only one qubit system but also an ancillary qubit system secretly in the Bell state. Then, Alice gives one of the systems to King and the other system is kept by herself. She measures the bipartite system in the post measurement state and then can retrodict the King's output after King's reveal of his measurement kinds.
Mean King's problem has been generalized concerning the prepared quantum system and King's measurements [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In particular, it has been proved [2] [3] [4] [5] that Alice can estimate King's outcome by using a maximally entangled state in a setting that King measures one of the systems with one of projective measurements constructed from Mutually Unbiased Basis [8, 9] . On the other hand, Alice cannot retrodict the outcome with certainty without using entangled states in the setting [6, 7] . In the reference, an upper bound of the success probability is also introduced.
In this paper, we reformulate Mean King's problem from a viewpoint of Shannon's entropy. We can naturally characterize the solution by means of the zero conditional entropy of King's outcome given Alice's outcome and kind of King's measurement. As its application, we give an alternative proof of nonexistence of solutions of Mean King's problem for qubit setting without using any entangled state. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce a general setting of Mean King's problem. In Section 3, we reformulate the problem using Shannon's conditional entropy. In Section 4, we give an alternative proof of nonexistence of solutions. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize this paper.
Setting of General Mean King's Problem
We introduce a general setting of Mean King's problem. The problem is constructed from the following steps: 1) By the King's order, Alice prepares a quantum system K S , described by a d-dimensional Hilbert space
m constructed from measurement operators on the system and obtains an outcome j .
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With given and measurements
we say that a solution to the Mean King's problem exists if and only if a pair of an initial state and a measurement employed by Alice exist such that she estimates King's outcome with Probability 1. Notice that Alice can utilize an entanglement: In step 1), she secretly prepares an ancilla system A and chooses an appropriate entangled state on the bipartite system S K A . In Step 3), she performs a general measurement (POVM measurement) on the bipartite system.
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In the next section, we reformulate the problem using Shannon's conditional entropy.
Re-Formulation of the Problem
Let be random variables expressing the kind of the measurements employed by King, the outcomes obtained by King, and the outcomes obtained by Alice's measurement R, respectively. Then, we can reformulate the Mean King's problem using the conditional entropy as follows: ,
be the marginal joint probability of K and . We find that Equation (2) is equivalent to
, , 0 or , , , ,
for each . Indeed, by the definition of conditional entropy, we can rewrite Equation (2) as follow:
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where   P   denotes a conditional probability corresponding to the random variables. If
, , 0
holds, using the monotonically increasing property
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Nonexistence of Solutions in Qubit Setting
In this section, we give an alternate proof of nonexistence of solutions to Mean King's problem without using entanglement in qubit system. In the setting, Alice prepares not bipartite system but one qubit in a state  .
Recall that qubit is described by 2-dimensional complex vector space . King employs one of three projective measurements,
where   , , In Figure 1 , we show a complete classification of probabilities for each type, where the number of kinds of the probabilities satisfying Type A, Type B, and Type C is 8. Now, we try to find  and such that each three joint probabilities for satisfies any of the above 8 kinds of the probabilities. R , 2 0, 1  k By using Equation (4), we obtain the equivalent relations for each types and the joint probability 
